Combining the merits from both porous material and graphene, porous graphene-based materials have received significant attention due to their unique porous structures, large surface areas and prominent electrical conductivity. The access and tuning of both the in-plane pores of a monolayer graphene and the interlayer spacing (interlayered pores) of multilayered graphene-based materials offer additional selective mechanisms. These extraordinary properties enable porous graphene-based materials to serve as critical components in molecular separation, including water desalination, gas separation and bioseparation, and electrochemical energy storage, such as supercapacitors, lithium-O 2 /ion/sulfur batteries and fuel cells. The state-of-the-art pore-fabrication methods as well as the interlayered pores tuning approach for graphenebased materials are summarized. The insights between structures, properties and the broad applications of these materials are reviewed and discussed. The remaining challenges and future perspectives of porous graphene-based materials for wide implementations are provided.
Introduction
Porous materials have received tremendous attention in both academia and industry due to their broad applications in environmental protection, water cleaning, energy storage and conversion, etc. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Porous materials offer unique properties allowing interactions with various organic or inorganic species both at the surfaces and through their nanostructures.
The size of porous materials can be classied into micropores (<2 nm), mesopores (2-50 nm) and macropores (>50 nm).
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The distribution of sizes, shapes and volumes of the void spaces in porous materials directly determines their ability to perform the desired functions for special applications. Hence, tailoring the unique porous structures with different textural and porous properties beyond nature represents an attractive effort for various high performance devices.
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Among diverse porous materials, porous carbon is extremely appealing for its low density and high strength-to-weight ratio. 6 In addition, it is possible to bond it with various atoms by different hybrid orbitals (sp, sp 2 and sp 3 ), enabling porous structures with desired morphology and intriguing properties. The demand to create uniformity within the pore size, shape and volume has increased over the past years, since it can lead to superior application properties. Graphene, a free-standing atomic-thin layer of sp 2 carbon atoms, has emerged as the most signicant carbon material over the last decade not only due to its unprecedented physical and chemical properties, but also for its unique twodimensional (2D) morphology and ultra-large surface area. Graphene-based porous materials have many apparent merits over other porous carbon materials. [6] [7] [8] [9] (1) The high mechanical strength of graphene can ensure the stability of porous frameworks, and thus prevents the deformation of the porous structures. (2) The prominent chemical and thermal stabilities of graphene enable this porous material to withstand rigorous environments. ( 3) The in-plane pores and interlayer spacing (interlayered pores) are suitable for the rapid diffusion of ions and molecules. (4) The narrow pore size distribution range allows accurate control of the pore size for targeted applications. (5) The electrical conductivity of graphene makes it an ideal current collector for the fast transportation of charge carriers within the porous structures. (6) Graphene derivatives, such as graphene oxide (GO) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO), contain abundant oxygen functional groups and can work as appealing substrates for modifying various organic or inorganic species towards graphene-based porous materials with different complicacies. However, a perfect graphene monolayer is impermeable to protons. 10 In order to fully utilize the unique properties of pristine graphene and graphene-based materials for molecular separation, high-performance electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices, it is imperative to generate pores with accurately controlled narrow size distributions.
In general, graphene-based porous materials can be classied to monolayer porous graphene (also referred as holey graphene with in-plane pores), 64 2D laminar porous graphene (interlayered pores) 10 and 3D porous graphene networks (including both in-plane and 3D interconnected pore structures), 51 as shown in Fig. 1a . In Fig. 1b , we present the most popular applications of porous graphene and their unique pore size ranges according to three categories. For molecular separation, well-dened interlayered pores play a signicant role, since they can allow targeted molecules to pass through the membrane precisely with a high permeability and selectivity. For electrochemical energy storage, they enable ions pass through the porous membrane to interact with the electrodes for a high energy density. For the applications mentioned above, pore sizes required are much smaller than the conventional pores of the naturally available materials. Generating such small, well-dened pores represents a major challenge because it approaches the technological limit.
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Structure and properties of graphene-based materials

Structure and properties of graphene
Graphene is a densely packed 2D sheet of sp 2 -hybridized carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb lattice, which composes of two equivalent sub-lattices of carbon atoms bonded together with s bonds, as shown in Fig. 2a . [65] [66] [67] [68] Each carbon atom in the lattice has a p orbit that contributes to a delocalized network of electrons. The most intriguing aspect of graphene is its extraordinary properties. It has a large theoretical specic surface area (2630 m 2 g À1 ), high intrinsic mobility (200 000 cm 2 V À1 s À1 ), Nanopore generation is essential to enable application in molecule separation and energy storage.
Structure and properties of graphene oxide
As one of the most important derivatives of graphene, GO is a monolayer-thin graphene with several oxygen-containing functional groups (OCFGs), such as epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl and carboxyl groups, decorating the basal planes and edges of GO, as shown in Fig. 2b . 67, [75] [76] [77] Due to these OCFGs, GO exhibits a series of distinguished properties. 67, 75, [78] [79] [80] [81] On one hand, GO can be readily dispersed in an aqueous medium and can form well-dispersed aqueous colloids without the help of any surfactants agents. 40, 82 Therefore, solution based lm synthesis methods can be applied, such as ltration, spin-coating, drop casting and self-assembly. On the other hand, GO sheets are highly negatively charged when dispersed in water, as a result of the ionization of the carboxyl groups on the edges. 67 Additionally, those carbon atoms bonded to oxygen atoms in the form of epoxy, hydroxyl, carbonyl and carboxyl groups tend to form amorphous regions due to distortions from the high proportion of sp 3 C-O bonds. 75, 83 As a result, nanoscale wrinkles and structural defects are formed in the basal plane of the GO sheets, which provide primary passages for molecular transport when GO sheets are assembled into membranes. Moreover, these OCFGs provide many reactive handles for various surfacemodication reactions, which can be used to develop a series of functionalized GO based membranes with signicantly enhanced performances. 84, 85 Compared to monolayer porous graphene membranes, where in-plane nanopores provide transport channels, the 2D channels between stacked GO nanosheets allow molecules to pass through, which provide another means to separate molecules. 10, 36 These OCFGs on GO nanosheets, not only make GO dispersible in water, but also provide convenient sites for enhancing interactions with transport components. 95 Depending on the production techniques used, the pore size (the diameter of the pores) ranges from atomic precision to nanometer scale. As a result of the pores in the graphene plane, porous graphene exhibits properties distinct from those of pristine graphene, enabling many potential applications in numerous elds.
Methods for
Fischbein et al. showed the formation of pores in suspended graphene sheets by controlled exposure of the sheets to a FEB irradiation of a TEM. 90 The pores were created with controlled sizes ($3.5 nm, Fig. 3a ) and a close proximity to each other (Fig. 3b) . The holey graphene was very stable. However, this method is inefficient and not suitable for fabricating large-area holey graphene with high pore density. Then, Fox et al. produced pores with a diameter of 5.9 nm AE 0.4 nm in graphene sheets using a low energy FEB in a SEM apparatus with N 2 gas, as shown in Fig. 3c and d . 91 This method has a relative low-cost due to the use of a low energy electron microscope. However, the serial processing manner makes it not suitable for largescale manufacturing of porous graphene.
Koenig et al. created pores in micrometre-sized graphene akes using UV-induced oxidative etching and showed selective gas transport through porous, atomically thin graphene. 21 The approach is scalable but it is challenging to control the pore size distribution ($0.49-10 nm) and the pore density (a small number of pores in the 5 mm membrane). As a result, it is limited for practical gas separation. O'Hern et al. used ion bombardment to introduce isolated and reactive defects on macroscopic monolayer graphene and further enlarged these defects to pores by controlled chemical oxidative etching, as shown in Fig. 4a . 22 The resulting porous graphene possesses high-density pores with diameters of 0.40 AE 0.24 nm. By simply changing the etching time, different pore sizes can be obtained. This work presented the rst milestone towards the production of large-area porous graphene membrane with well-dened pore size distribution. However, the performance of porous graphene membranes is limited by the intrinsic tears and defects of pristine monolayer graphene. Celebi et al. developed an optimized CVD growth approach followed by a FIB approach to realize perforation of graphene with narrowly distributed pore sizes ranging from <10 nm to 1 mm and a large number of pores ($10 3 to 10 6 per membrane with a diameter of 4 mm), as shown in Fig. 4b . 23 This approach is tunable with well-dened pore sizes, but it is limited to small area ($12.57 mm 2 ). Surwade et al. created stable, nanometre-sized pores ($0.5-1 nm) in a suspended, monolayer graphene membrane using an oxygen plasma etching approach, which could tune the size of the pores, as shown in Fig. 4c . 24 This method can treat largearea samples with tunable pore sizes, but the density of pore distribution is moderate ($one pore per 100 nm 2 ).
Chemical methods are able to generate graphene in-plane pores on a large scale with low cost. 38 Bieri et al. rst synthesized porous graphene by using surface-assisted aryl-aryl coupling of specically designed molecular building blocks (e.g. hexaiodo-substituted macrocycle cyclohexa-m-phenylene (CHP)), yielding regular 2D polyphenyl networks with singleatom wide ($0.4 nm) pores and sub-nanometre (7.4Å) periodicity, as shown in Fig. 5a . 94 This method may be extended to directly tailor any porous structures with various pore sizes by the proper design of the molecular building units. However, achieving a high uniformity of pores and transferring from a metal substrate are challenging. Another example using the chemical method to obtain porous graphene was shown by Fan et al. They produced porous graphene (holey graphene) by etching carbon atoms on the graphene sheets via MnO 2 , as shown in Fig. 5b . 95 Exfoliated GO was selected as a support to deposit nanoscaled MnO 2 as follows: 4MnO 4 À + 3C + H 2 O ! 4MnO 2 + CO 3 2À + 2HCO À . The carbon atoms served as a sacricial reductant and the MnO 4 À was converted to insoluble MnO 2 , which remained on the surface of the sheet. The resulting sheets had numerous mesopores with the sizes of $2.4 nm. In summary, in-plane pore in monolayer graphene materials can be achieved via physical or chemical methods. Physical methods are able to tune the pore sizes from sub-nanometer to nanometer by changing the ion and electron doses. FEB irradiation can make a dened pore size, but it is not scalable. Oxygen plasma etching and ion bombardment followed by chemical oxidative etching methods generate porous graphene with tunable pore size in a large area with a moderate pore density. FIB irradiation can also generate a well-dened pore size, but it is limited to a small area. In comparison, direct synthesis of porous graphene-based materials by low-cost and scalable chemical methods exhibit regular pore distribution and precision. 38 The start-of-the-art methods of generating inplane pores in graphene are summarized in Table 1 .
96, 97 The employment of appropriate methods depend on the requirements of specic applications. 
Interlayered pore generation and tuning in laminar 2D graphene materials
Monolayer graphene has only one selective mechanism for molecular separation (Fig. 1b) , which is the in-plane pores. By stacking the monolayer porous graphene into laminar 2D porous graphene materials, another selective mechanism is introduced, namely interlayered pores. 10 The advantage of this mechanism is the extremely narrow interlayered pore distribution. The interlayered pores depend on the molecular thickness of the material or the size of the spacer layer, which can be easily and accurately controlled by the molecular structure and the type of the spacer.
To synthesize laminar 2D porous graphene materials, it is challenging to use the vacuum based lm preparation methods, such as CVD and ALD due to the following two reasons: (1) the stacking of graphene layers will turn the whole structure into graphite, whose layer spacing cannot be controlled. (2) It is extremely difficult to accurately generate in-plane pores in each layer of a multilayer graphene structure. Thus, it is preferred to produce laminar 2D porous graphene materials by using GO material.
GO nanosheets are single-atom thick with lateral dimension as high as tens of micrometers. They contain plenty of OCFGs, which are both on the edges and the basal planes of the GO nanosheets. 67, 75, 83, 98 GO nanosheets can be mass-produced in a cost-effective way by chemical oxidization and ultrasonic exfoliation of graphite. The OCFGs modify the surface properties (e.g. the charge properties and hydrophilicity) of GO. By the attaching of OCFGs, the hydrophobic graphene is converted to hydrophilic GO. Meanwhile, the surface of GO becomes negatively charged. As a result, GO akes can be well dissolved in water, which enable the applications of low-cost solution-based lm synthesis technique. 75 In addition, it is feasible to modify the GO lm structure to control the chemical, electrical and mechanical properties due to the OCFGs. These unique features enable GO to be an attractive platform for building well-dened multifunctional nanostructures.
GO nanosheets can be assembled into laminar structures by vacuum ltration, 11, 14, 15, 99 drop-casting, 16 spin-coating, 10,27 layerby-layer (LBL) 13 deposition and other methods. Vacuum ltra-tion is the most oen used method to fabricate GO membranes on substrates. The thickness of the membrane can be controlled by the amount of GO in the solution. Drop-casting is usually used to fabricate free-standing GO membranes, which has a limitation in the composite system because of insufficient interfacial adhesion between the GO layer and the substrate. Spin-coating can arrange GO nanosheets in a fast assembly process. The LBL method is able to precisely control the GO lm thickness at the molecular level.
36,39
During the assembly of GO nanosheets into laminar membranes, interlayered pores have been proved to play a crucial role in molecular transport. 10, 36 The interlayered pores in the GO laminates, if well manipulated, provide additional selective pathways for molecules, which are promising for separation. Therefore, precise tuning of the interlayer pores becomes a fundamental method to achieve high-performance GO laminar membranes. 
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Chemical Surface-assisted aryl-aryl coupling of the designed block ). Mi summarized the methods to synthesis GO membranes ( Fig. 6a-i) . 28 The GO membranes prepared by vacuum ltration might lack sufficient bonding between GO nanosheets. As shown in Fig. 6b , one can clearly see the laminar structure of the GO membrane.
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However, LBL assembly is ideal for introducing an interlayer stabilizing force via covalent bonding, electrostatic interaction, or both effects.
28 Several methods to obtain controllable interlayered pores and various applications are also provided by Mi, as shown in Fig. 6a -ii. 28 As for the physical methods, laser irradiation or thermal treatment has been developed to stabilize GO membranes, which can change the coverage of OCGFs of the GO, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] thus modulating the interlayered pores for precise molecular separation. 26 Immersing GO membranes in water leads to intercalation of 2-3 layers of water molecules between individual GO sheets, which results in GO membrane swelling.
11 In order to achieve smaller interlayered pores for specic ion rejection, Abraham et al. obtained GO membranes with tunable interlayered pores varied from z6.4 to 9.8Å using an epoxy physically conned method, as shown in Fig. 6c . 12 As for the chemical methods, cross-linking using nanoparticle or nanowires has been used to stabilize the GO membrane and change the interlayered pores.
15,102,110 Huang et al. used Cu(OH) 2 nanochannels with a diameter of 2.5 nm as sacricial templates to prepare nanostrand-channelled GO membranes by electrostatic attraction. 15 A network of nanochannels with a narrow size distribution of 3-5 nm was formed aer the nanochannels were removed by an acid solution, as shown in Fig. 6d .
In summary, GO nanosheets offer an exciting opportunity to assemble a brand new class of ultrathin and high-ux membranes because of their unique 2D and atomic-thin structure, outstanding mechanical strength and good exibility as well as their facile and large-scale production. Interlayered pores of GO membrane can be precisely tuned due to the OCFGs.
3D porous networks in graphene-based materials
Although it is possible to accurately control the interlayered pores of laminar 2D porous graphene materials to achieve 10 Copyright 2014, American Associationmolecular separation, the tuning range is relatively limited (from sub-nanometre to several nanometre range), which is insufficient for electrochemical applications. To further enlarge the pore size, it is necessary to rearrange the layered structure to generate 3D porous networks with both in-plane and 3D interconnected pore structures. In this way, the pore size is controlled by the overall structure of the 3D networks, which can be in the range from tens of nanometres up to tens of microns. Additionally, the specic surface area (SSA), which plays a key role in electrochemical energy storage, can be controlled by the pore sizes. 3D porous networks in graphenebased materials have a large SSA, which are crucial for electrochemical energy storage devices.
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El-Kady et al. used a standard LightScribe DVD optical drive to conduct direct laser reduction of GO to graphene (Fig. 7a) . 41 During the preparation process, the GO material is reduced by the laser beam converting to laser scribed graphene (LSG), and the gas generated during the laser reduction process generate 3D porous nanostructures. (Fig. 7b) . 51 The as-made MEGO powder was placed in KOH solution, followed by ltration and drying, to form a series of MEGO/KOH mixtures. The activation process was subsequently executed by putting the mixture in a tube furnace under owing argon at a pressure of $400 Torr and heating at 800 C for 1 h. This sp 2 -bonded carbon had a continuous 3D network of highly curved ( Fig. 7b-ii) , atomicthin walls that formed primarily 0.6 to 5 nm-width pores, and substantial curvatures of the single-carbon sheets are visible. Meanwhile, the in-plane crystallinity was preserved. Thus, it appeared the chemical activation not merely digested the MEGO but also largely restructured it. Highly conductive graphene sheets are excellent building blocks for preparing sandwich-like porous carbon layer/ graphene hybrids. 54 Zhang et al. introduced a simple and green but very efficient method using in situ hydrothermal polymerization and carbonization of the mixture of cheap biomass or industry carbon sources with GO to rst get the 3D hybrid precursor materials, followed by a chemical activation process (Fig. 7c) .
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Structural and morphology analyses demonstrated that these materials consist of almost entirely defected/wrinkled monolayer graphene sheets in the dimensional size of 4-6 nm ( Fig. 7c-ii) , with ultrahigh SSA (up to 3523 m 2 g À1 ) and excellent bulk conductivity (up to 303 S m À1 ).
Taking advantage of the 2D intrinsic micro-corrugated conguration and self-assembly behaviour of chemically converted graphene (CCG), Yang et al. synthesized porous yet highly compact carbon electrodes with a continuous ion transport network by capillary compression of adaptive graphene gel lms in the presence of a non-volatile liquid electrolyte (Fig. 7d-i) . 47, 53 A exible CCG hydrogel lm was created by exchanging water with a miscible mixture of volatile and non-volatile liquid electrolytes followed by the volatile liquid removal using vacuum evaporation. The graphene sheets in the lms stacked in a nearly face-to-face fashion, and the thickness were nearly proportional to the volumetric fraction of incorporated nonvolatile liquids trapped in the gels. The cross-sectional SEM images (Fig. 7d-ii and iii) revealed that the electrolyte-mediated chemically converted graphene (EM-CCG) lms had a rather uniform multi-layered microstructure.
Multi-layered graphene sheets with aligned in-plane pores can also facilitate ion transfer through the 2D plane of graphene. Instead of having random in-plane pores, the 3D structure contains well-aligned graphene sheets with holes (Fig. 7e) . Xu et al. reported a 3D holey graphene framework (HGF) with a hierarchical porous structure as a high-performance binderfree supercapacitor electrode. 111 The HGFs were prepared through a one-step process with simultaneous low temperature etching of nanopores in graphene and self-assembly of graphene into 3D networks, as shown in Fig. 7e -i. A controlled amount of H 2 O 2 aqueous solution was added into a welldispersed GO solution. The mixture was sealed in a Teon-lined autoclave and heated at 180 C for 6 h to yield mechanically strong monolithic HGFs. During the hydrothermal process, GO sheets were reduced and self-assembled into hydrogels with an interconnected 3D macroporous network ( Fig. 7e -ii) with the pore sizes ranging from sub-micrometres to several micrometres and the pore walls consisting of single-or few-layer graphene sheets. The creation of nanopores in holey graphene sheets can boost the SSA up to 1560 m 2 g À1 with an excellent electrical conductivity of $1000 S m À1 , which can be used as supercapacitors electrodes directly.
Applications
As mentioned in the previous sections, porous graphene-based materials are very attractive for efficient molecular separation, electrochemical energy storage and conversion devices. In the following sections, we will demonstrate several popular applications of porous graphene-based materials in water desalination, gas separation, bioseparation, supercapacitors, lithium-O 2 /ion/sulfur batteries and fuel cells. Moreover, the relationships between the critical parameters of the porous structures and the performance of these graphene-based devices will be analyzed, and conclusions and recommendations will be provided.
Molecular separation
4.1.1 Water desalination. Desalination is dened as the process that isolates pure water from seawater and it is deemed to be an effective solution to water scarcity. 25, 35 A membrane is necessary for the desalination process. The demand to create uniformity within the nanometre pore size, shape and volume has increased over the past years due to the stringent application requirements of precise selectivity and large capacity. 35 For instance, materials with uniform micropores can effectively separate molecules based on their sizes by selectively adsorbing small molecules from a mixture containing molecules too large to pass through its pores. Notably, a distribution of pore sizes would limit the ability of the material to separate molecules of various diameters. To serve this purpose, an efficient membrane for ultrafast water passage should be as thin as possible to maximize the permeance, be robust enough to withstand the applied pressure and have a narrow distribution of pore sizes for excellent selectivity. 24, 25, 40 However, current porous materials have broad pore sizes, low mechanical strength, low temperature resistance, weak chemical stability and are easy-fouling. Thus, it is of vital importance to produce novel porous materials to satisfy the requirements for targeted applications.
Various materials, such as polymers and ceramics (e.g. carbon nanotubes, zeolites) have been exploited as membranes for desalination. However, graphene-based materials have recently emerged as promising candidates with distinguished desalination characteristics. Pristine graphene is extremely impermeable to liquid and gases; therefore the possibilities to create pathways through the material are either the generation of nanopores in a monolayer of graphene or the stacking of GO sheets.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations conducted by CohenTanugi et al. have predicted that monolayer graphene with subnanometre in-plane pores could effectively separate salt ions from water. They concluded that salt ion rejection could be controlled by chemical functionalization of the nanopores.
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Hydrophilic pores (28Å 2 ) provided higher water ux but lower salt rejection than that of hydrophobic pores (23Å 2 ). Theoretically, the porous graphene can reject salt ions with a water permeability of 66 L per cm 2 per day per MPa, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude higher than that of commercially available reverse osmosis membranes. The work highlighted the potential of atomically thin, functionalized, porous graphene as a highly permeable desalination membrane. Free-standing graphene membranes were fabricated by Celebi et al. via drilling millions of pores with narrowly distributed diameters ranging from <10 nm to 1 mm using FIB, as shown in Fig. 4b . 23 Attributed to the ultimate atomic thickness, the nanoporous graphene membranes show orders of magnitude enhancement permeability/selectivity of gas and water vapour, compared with the other membranes such as acrylic, cellulosics, and polysulfone, as shown in Fig. 8a .
O'Hern et al. used ion bombardment to introduce defects on monolayer CVD grown graphene and enlarged these defects to in-plane pores via controlling chemical oxidative etching, which resulted in porous graphene possessing high-density nanopores with <0.2 nm size distribution (Fig. 4a) . 22 The pores formed in a short etching time are caution-selective, which is attributed to the electrostatic repulsion from the negatively charged functional groups (e.g., carboxyl groups) terminating the pore edges. In a longer etching time, the steric size exclusion effect dominated the permeability of the membrane, allowing transport of salt but prevented transport of larger organic molecules (Fig. 8b) . The ability to tune the selectivity of graphene through controlled generation of sub-nanometer pores addresses a signicant challenge in the development of advanced nanoporous graphene membranes for desalination, gas separation, and other applications. Following this, experimental work using nanoporous graphene in water desalination was conducted by Surwade et al. 24 They created pores with a nanometre-size in a monolayer of graphene via oxygen plasma etching (Fig. 4c) and showed that nanoporous graphene membranes exhibit a salt rejection of almost 100% while allowing for fast water transport (Fig. 8c) , which indicates that nanoporous graphene membranes are denitely favourable for water desalination.
In summary, the above examples indicate that by controlling the sizes, and chemical functional groups at the edges of nanopores in graphene, the resulting nanoporous graphene membranes with in-plane pores afford excellent selectivity in water desalination. In order to realize economic and industrialscale nanoporous graphene membranes for water desalination, the CVD approach is suitable for growing monolayers of graphene with large area and high quality. However, a more advanced non-destructive transfer method needs to be developed to avoid wrinkles and cracks, which inevitably degrades the mechanical strength of graphene. 37, 97 Therefore, it is critical to develop a novel method to realize the defect-free transfer of large-area CVD graphene onto porous substrates.
GO has a high density of OCFGs and few vacancy defects distributed in the carbon lattice. It can be produced on a large scale using a facile way. GO membrane for separation was rst developed by Nair et al., and they found that sub-micrometer thick GO membranes allow a unique water permeation pathway but selectively hinder the motion of gases and nonaqueous solutions, as shown in Fig. 9a-i and ii. 10 The ultrafast water permeation due to the formation of sp 2 nanocapillaries within GO laminates, through which water molecules experienced an ultralow friction (Fig. 9a-iii) . Aer that, there were several attempts towards the advancement of GO based membranes. Joshi et al. studied the permeation of different ionic charges through micrometer-thick, free-standing GO membranes (Fig. 9b) . 11 They measured the permeability of various ions and organic molecules and gured out ltration is exclusively related to the hydration radii of particles and not dependent on the charge of ions passing through the system. However, when immersed in ionic solutions, GO nanosheets experienced hydration that subsequently increased the interlayered pores to $9Å. In this case, any ionic species with a hydrated radius >4.5Å was blocked, while ionic species with hydrated radius <4.5Å passed through the hydrophobic channels. 11 The above examples show that GO membranes have exceptional molecular permeation properties. However, their applications in ion sieving are limited by a permeation cut-off of $9Å, which is larger than the diameters of hydrated ions of common salts. The cut-off is determined by the interlayered pores of $13.5Å, typical for GO laminates that swell in water. Achieving smaller interlayered pores for the laminates immersed in water has proved to be a challenge. Abraham et al. used epoxy physical connement to modulate interlayered pores, ranging from $9.8 to 6.4Å (Fig. 9c-i) , which provided a sieve size smaller than the diameters of hydrated ions.
12 They achieved accurate and tunable ion sieving. Permeation rates decreased exponentially with decreasing sieve size but water transport was affected weakly (by a factor of <2), as shown in Fig. 9c -ii and iii.
In order to achieve tunable interlayered pores in a relatively large range in GO membranes, nanoparticles or nanowires with various sizes can be intercalated between GO sheets. As shown in Fig. 6d , Huang et al. prepared nanostrand-channelled GO (NSC-GO) membranes with numerous interlayered pores with diameters of 3-5 nm and superior separation performance of small molecules and ultrafast water permeation (695 AE 20 L m À2 h À1 bar À1 ), as shown in Fig. 10a . 15 The water ux increased by 10 times without sacricing the rejection rate compared with pristine GO membranes because of highly porous structure and remarkably reduced channel length. Additionally, these newly formed and well-dened interlayered pores also exhibited excellent mechanical properties when pressure is applied (Fig. 10b) . Note that the elastic deformation of the nanochannels depending on applied pressure leads to an abnormal phenomenon in separation performance, providing enormous possibilities for controlling permeance and the rejection rate, particularly in pressure-driven separation application. Moreover, the deformed interlayered pores can quickly be restored to their original state based on MD simulation results, as shown in Fig. 10c . 4.1.2 Gas separation. Nanoporous graphene with welldened pores can be used for gas separation. Sheng et al. rst proposed nanoporous graphene as atomic-thin, highly efficient, and selective membrane for gas separation. 112 The others also predicted that nanoporous graphene can be used for the purication of methane, 113 115 However, there were few experimental results, possibly due to the difficulties in precisely controlling of the sizes and distributions of nanopores. Recently, Koenig et al. created in-plane pores in micrometer-sized graphene membranes by UV-induced oxidative etching, and used them as molecular sieves. 21 A pressurized blister and mechanical resonance were used to measure the transport of various gas (H 2 , CO 2 , Ar, N 2 , CH 4 and SF 6 ) through the pores (Fig. 11a) . As expected, the nanoporous graphene showed molecular selectively and the measured leak rates decreased with the increasing molecular sizes, which agreed well with models based on molecular effusion through a small number of angstrom-sized pores.
8,21
GO membranes also show excellent selectivity for various gas mixtures. Kim et al. showed that selective gas diffusion depended on different GO stacking modes. 26 They revealed the wellinterlocked few layered GO membranes ($5 nm) can afford high CO 2 /N 2 selectivity in a high hydrated state (Fig. 11b) . Li et al. prepared ultrathin ($1.8 nm) GO membranes by a ltra-tion approach and showed that these membranes can provide separation selectivity as high as 3400 and 900 towards H 2 /CO 2 and H 2 /N 2 mixtures, respectively (Fig. 11c) . 27 Both gured out that the high gas selectivity was due to the structural defects within GO. But Nair et al. showed that GO membranes are impermeable to vapours, and gases, except water.
10 These seemingly inconsistent results was due to the different thickness of GO membranes. In the work by Kim et al. and Li et al., few layers of GO akes were stacked to form the GO laminates and the continuous 2D nanocapillary networks were not formed. Selective gas permeation occurred mostly through the structural defects (e.g. tears and holes). While, in the work by Nair et al., sub-micrometer-thick ($1 mm) GO membranes was used, in which GO akes were stacked together, and continuous nanocapillary networks were formed, which were mainly responsible for water molecule transport.
In summary, by creating in-plane pores in monolayer graphene, it could be used as an effective separation membrane due to its chemical and mechanical stability, exibility and atomic thickness. The separation performance of GO membranes can be easily affected by the state of OCFGs on the GO sheets, which provide much more straightforward strategies to tune the interlayered pores of GO. Indeed, in-plane pores and interlayered pores have an important role in molecular separation, since they can provide little resistance to ow, yet block the passage of species that are larger than the pores. From the examples, porous graphene-based materials worked as an efficient ultrafast membrane with high permeability and selectivity based on their unique properties than state-of-the-art membranes. 23, 26, 27, 37 4.1.3 Bioseparation. Nanopores have also been used to rapidly characterize biopolymers like DNA, RNA and local protein structures along DNA at the single-molecule level.
116-118
Sequencing DNA can help improve the understanding of disease, inheritance and individuality. 119 An ideal technique for DNA sequencing should be simple, fast, and cost-effective.
8
Nanopore DNA sequencing is unique for its potential to meet the requirements, which involves using a voltage to drive DNA molecules through a nanopore in a thin membrane between two electrolytes. By monitoring the nucleobase-dependent ionic current through the pore when a single DNA chain is passing through the nanopore, the sequencing is achieved.
116,119-121
Thus, the membrane used for this purpose should have a high robustness and durability, and be as thin as possible to provide the highest resolution.
8
Graphene provides one of the best choices for DNA sequencing with its remarkable properties satisfying the stringent requirements. Fig. 12a shows a DNA molecule passing through a nanoporous graphene membrane. The changes in ionic current or transverse conductance of the nanoribbon as DNA passing through the nanopore can be used to identify the sequence of bases in the DNA.
119, 121 Fischbein et al. rst fabricated nanopores (single and arrays) in graphene membranes ( Fig. 3a and b) , and conducted sensing experiments, in which ionic current blockage was detected while passing through molecules. 90 Subsequently, three groups led by Colovchenko at Harvard University, 123 Dekker at the Del University of Technology 116 and Drndic' at the University of Pennsylvania 124 all detected the translocation of individual single-stranded or double-stranded DNA chains through nanopores graphene. Only one nucleotide can reside in the ultrathin graphene pore at a time, so it should be possible to sequence by observing the translocation of consecutive nucleotides through the nanopore. Recently, Garaj et al. fabricated nanopores in monolayer graphene that matched the diameter of a double-stranded DNA molecule.
125 Ionic current signals during electrophoretically driven translocation of DNA through these nanopores were experimentally studied and theoretically modelled. These nanopores usually have high sensitivity (0.65 nAÅ À1 ) to extremely small changes in the translocating molecule's outer diameter. Such graphene nanopores with atomic-size can also resolve nanoscale-spaced molecular structures along the length of a polymer. But high sensitivity can only be achieved when the pore and molecule diameters are well matched. Simulation indicated the most closely matched pores have an inherent resolution of #0.6 nm along the length of the molecule. However, in these cases, only nonfolded, partially or fully folded DNA could be distinguished. Until now, DNA sequencing with nanoporous graphene-based devices has not been demonstrated in reality. There still exist at least two main theoretical challenges.
(1) The structural similarity of purines and pyrimidines limits the identication of nucleobases by monitoring ionic currents. (2) DNA molecule translocates through the nanopores ($30 base per ms) at a fast speed, which is difficult for instruments to 'read' the signals of individual bases. Recently, MD simulations conducted by Wells et al. have indicated DNA sequencing is realizable by measuring the ionic current blockades in nanoporous graphene (Fig. 12b) . 122 Recent progress in slowing down DNA translocation via nanoporous graphene paved a viable way towards DNA sequencing.
126
Nanoporous graphene can also be used for real-time sensing of single molecules. 8, 127 4.2 Energy storage 4.2.1 Supercapacitors. Owing to their high SSA, remarkable thermal conductivity, superior electronic conductivity and mechanical properties, porous graphene-based materials have obtained great attention. Porous structures are favourable for fast electron/ion transport, and facilitate sufficient contact between electrolyte and graphene materials. 6, 45, 46, 49, 54 Supercapacitors are one of the most popular types of energy storage devices. They allow for the ultrafast and highly reversible energy storage and release, and have a comparatively high energy density. However, the practical applications of supercapacitors are limited by energy densities, and the demand for electrode materials with a high capacity is critically imperative. In general, the performance of electrode materials for supercapacitors is intimately dependent on both the accessible SSA and the porous structure. 47, 98, [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] With this regard, porous graphene-based materials have become the focus of research on supercapacitor electrode materials since their highly open porous structure allows electrolytes access to the surface of porous frameworks.
6
In principle, graphene has a theoretical SSA of 2675 m 2 g
À1
and an electric double layer capacitance of 550 F g À1 .
46,47,133,134
However, the physically measured values are much lower than the theory. Earlier reports using chemically modied graphene as the electrode exhibited the specic capacitance of 130 F g À1 and 99 F g À1 with aqueous and organic electrolytes, respectively. 51 Furthermore, specic capacitance values reported by other graphene-derivatives were also much lower than expected. One major reason for this is aggregation and restacking between the individual graphene sheets driven by strong interplanar p-p interactions and van der Waals forces during the Fig. 12 (a) Schematic showing DNA passing through a solid-state nanopore with an embedded graphene gate and a graphene nanoribbon on the membrane containing the nanopore; both the gate and the nanoribbon contain circular openings for the DNA to pass through. The graphene gate could be used to induce either p-type or n-type behaviour in the nanoribbon and to electrostatically slow down DNA. Reproduced with permission.
119 Copyright 2011, Nature Publishing Group. (b) Schematic of a graphene nanopore-based device for sequencing DNA. As the DNA transits the nanopore, the ionic current is modulated by the nucleotides in the nanopore, revealing the DNA sequence. Reproduced with permission.
122 Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society.
fabrication process.
47
This spontaneous graphene layer restacking reduces the SSA of the graphene membranes and the diffusion of electrolyte ions, which strongly decreases the practical surface available for charge storage. [45] [46] [47] 49 Therefore, various strategies have been devoted in order to increase SSA and promote transport of electrolyte ions. The naturally existing 3D aggregate of graphene into porous graphene structures is an effective approach with which to counter the stacking behaviour of graphene sheets and to obtain graphene materials with high SSAs.
Recently, Zhu et al. reported a facile chemical activation method to produce high-quality activate microwave exfoliated GO (a-MEGO) with numerous micropores, extremely large SSA ($3100 m 2 g À1 ) of highly curved graphene walls that prevent restacking during cycling, high electrical conductivity of 500 S m À1 , and low oxygen content (C/O atomic ratio $35), as shown in Fig. 7b-i . 51 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) showed rectangular curves from 0 to 3.5 V over a wide range of voltage scan rates. The specic capacitances achieved as a result of the porous GO were as high as 165, 166, and 166 F g À1 at current densities of 1.4, 2.8, and 5.7 A g À1 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 13a-i and ii.
The large gravimetric capacitance was proposed to be resulted from the sp 2 bonded carbon with a continuous 3D network of highly curved, atomic-thin graphene walls that form 0.6-5 nm pores and the low oxygen and hydrogen content. In order to further improve the energy density and largescale application of exible supercapacitors, El-Kady et al. reported a simple solid-state laser scribed strategy to fabricate 3D porous graphene electrodes via a LightScribe DVD optical drive (Fig. 7a-i) . 41 The network structure with open pores and the large SSA (1520 m 2 g À1 ), high electrical conductivity (1738 S m À1 ) was optimized for electrolyte ionic diffusion in LSG electrodes, which resulted in sizeable charge storage capacity and generated high power. All-solid-state supercapacitors were assembled using two identical LSG electrodes and combined with a PVA-H 3 PO 4 polymer gel electrolyte. In order to evaluate the potential of this exible supercapacitor under real conditions, mechanical strain was exerted on the device and the performance was tested. The CV curves tested under different bending conditions are shown in Fig. 13b-i and ii. The bending had negligible effects on the capacitive behaviour; it can be bent arbitrarily without degrading performance. Furthermore, the stability of the device was tested for more than 1000 cycles while in the bent state, with only 5% change in the device capacitance. The exible LSG supercapacitor maintained 97% of the initial capacitance aer 10 000 cycles. Moreover, the ionic liquid EMIMBF4 was used as the electrolyte in order to broaden the potential window. As a result, the LSG supercapacitor exhibited an area specic capacitance as high as 5.02 mF cm À2 (gravimetric specic capacitance of 276 F g À1 ) in a wider potential window of 4 V and a superior volumetric energy density of 1.36 mW h cm À3 , approximately two times higher than that of a commercial activated-carbon supercapacitor. Given the simplicity, cost-effectiveness, scalable synthesis, high energy storage capacity and exibility, these LSG supercapacitors are expected to be promising candidates for exible energy storage devices.
Highly conductive graphene sheets are good building blocks for constructing sandwich-like porous carbon layer/graphene hybrids. Porous 3D graphene-based bulk materials with exceptional high SSA (3523 m 2 g À1 ) and excellent conductivity (up to 303 S m À1 ) were fabricated, as shown in Fig. 7c-i . 52 Due to the defected and wrinkled graphene sheets in the dimensional size of 4-6 nm, these materials showed superior supercapacitor performance in ionic liquid with a specic capacitance and energy density of 231 F g À1 and 98 W h kg À1 , respectively.
In terms of advancement made on the energy density increasing for supercapacitors, another important work worth mentioning is the porous yet densely packed carbon electrodes with high ion-accessible SSA and low ion transport resistance reported by Yang et al., as shown in Fig. 7d . 53 The packing density of these exible EM-CCG lms can be controlled from 0. 13 (Fig. 13c-i and ii). These were among the highest capacitances achieved using pure carbon materials. These results also suggested that the key technical specications of CCG-based electrochemical capacitors could be customized to satisfy different applications by simply tuning the packing density of the CCG electrodes. Graphene sheets with in-plane pores can also speed up the ion transport across the 2D plane of graphene. Graphene sheets in a 3D network are highly interconnected and interlocked together to prevent them from restacking and to maintain a highly porous monolithic graphene framework. Xu et al. reported a 3D HGF with a hierarchical porous structure as a highperformance binder-free supercapacitor electrode. A HGF was prepared through one-step process with a low temperature H 2 O 2 etching of nanopores in graphene and self-assembly of graphene into 3D monolithic network (Fig. 7e-i respectively, approaching those of lead acid batteries. The nanopores in holey graphene sheets are large enough to function as the ion diffusion shortcuts between different layers of graphene to greatly accelerate the ion transportation across the entire lm and facilitate ion access to the entire surface area, which is not possible with non-holey graphene frameworks.
To give a brief summary, nanoporous graphene-based materials used as electrodes can exhibit exciting characteristics, such as high electrical conductivity, enhanced SSA, high capacitance, excellent rate capability and stability. Graphene-based materials can serve as mechanically exible scaffolds for constructing high performance exible electrodes. 6, 45, 135 The 3D porous graphene networks with both in-plane and 3D interconnected pore structures suppress agglomeration/re-stacking of the graphene sheets and ensure good electrical conductivity of the electrodes. Although many remarkable achievements have been made in graphene-based supercapacitors, there is still signicant work outstanding. 45, 47, 54 (1) Reasonably design and generate the 3D porous structures inside the supercapacitor electrodes to form hierarchical interconnected porous networks and avoid the collapse of the porous structures. (2) Control the interfacial interactions between graphene nanosheets and pseudo-capacitive materials to achieve a welldesigned exible structure with high electrochemical performance. (3) Deep understanding of the energy storage mechanism with an aim to increase energy density, high capacitance, excellent rate and cycling stability towards practical applications.
4.2.2
Lithium-O 2 /ion/sulfur batteries. Lithium battery as an effective electrochemical energy device, has appealing merits of high energy density, low maintenance, longer cycling life, better safety and relatively low self-discharge compared to the traditional batteries. 6, 50, [57] [58] [59] [60] [136] [137] [138] To obtain high-performance batteries with high capacity, high charging efficiency, and long cycling life, it is crucial to consider the design and synthesis of novel electrode materials that have excellent lithium storage behaviour. Porous graphene-based frameworks with high SSA and excellent conductivity can provide sufficient space to accommodate the large volume change occurs to electrochemically active materials during the charge-discharge cycles, thus enhancing the electrochemical stability of the electrodes. 46, 135 As a result, the porous graphene-based materials work as promising electrode materials for batteries.
Li-O 2 batteries (LOBs) are considered to be one of the most promising candidates as next generation energy storage systems due to their high theoretical specic energy ($3500 W h ). 139 The requirements of an O 2 electrode of the LOBs include SSA, high electrical conductivity and strong electrocatalytic activity to the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and the oxygen evolution reaction (OER). Nanoporous graphene-based materials can be used in the LOBs, demonstrating the versatility of graphene-based materials. 143 The rGO/Fe 3 O 4 hybrid showed a high capacity of $990 and $730 mA h g À1 , respectively. The robust 3D graphene framework provided highly conductive networks with large SSA and short diffusion length for the transport of lithium ions.
6,54
The separator is a crucial component of electrochemical energy-storage devices, which is a permeable membrane placed between the anode and cathode of a battery. 58 An ideal battery separator should be perm-selective, which means it should allow specic species to transport while restricting the passage of other species that can reduce the reversibility of the battery. GO membrane with negative charges is expected to be permeable for lithium ions but reject anions. 55 Compared to conductive carbon interlayers that serve as an additional carbon scaffold for physical barrier, GO membranes are able to block polysulde by electrostatic repulsion and steric exclusion, which are more efficient in long-term inhabitation of the shuttle effect. The unique mass-transport and highly tunable functionalization properties enable graphene-based membranes to act as blocking barriers in lithium-sulfur batteries. 37 Recently, Huang et al. applied the ultrathin GO membranes in lithium-sulfur battery systems (Fig. 14a) and found that the lithium ions can easily transport through cationic perm-selective GO membranes, whereas the polysuldes were largely inhibited in the cathode side. 55 With the incorporation of a perm-selective GO membrane (loading amount of 0.12 mg cm À2 ), the lithium-sulfur batteries afforded an improved coulombic efficiency from 67-75% to over 95-98% in 100 cycles at 0.1C, and a slightly higher initial discharge capacity of 920 mA h g À1 was obtained ( Fig. 14b and c) .
The overcharge phenomenon in the cell with the GO membrane was greatly reduced (Fig. 14d) . As the GO membrane blocked the diffusion of polysulde, it was also with merits of anti-selfdischarging properties. Compared to the fast open circuit voltage drop of cells with a routine membrane within 5.0 h, the cell with the GO membrane presented a stable open circuit voltage of 2.5 V aer 30 h (Fig. 14e) . The perm-selectivity of lithium ions over polysulde anions resulted from both the physical inhibition effect and the chemical effect with oxygenated functional groups on the GO akes. Additionally, this work also offers a general strategy to combine the GO membrane with a rechargeable battery, which is crucial for illustrating the potential of a functional membrane for energy storage and revealing the dynamic changes on the electrode. 
Fuel cells.
Although monolayer graphene is completely permeable to protons, showing promising prospects as proton exchange membranes for fuel cells. 37 The perfect monolayer graphene obtained from mechanical exfoliation can hardly be well used in practical applications, since the yield is ultralow. However, GO can be produced on a large scale using cost-effective methods, which is promising for real applications.
Hatakeyama et al. showed the in-plane proton conductivities of multilayer GO lms are thickness-dependent and higher than that of monolayer GO by several orders of magnitude, owing to the enhancement of conduction paths, hydration dynamics and water content. 145, 146 They concluded that epoxide groups make major contributions to efficient conductivity of proton. These results may lay a foundation for GO-based membranes in fuel cells. They further showed that the proton and electron conductivities of GO can be controlled via photo-irradiation and thermal reduction processes. The proton conductivity decreases when epoxide groups and interlayer distances decrease, whereas the electron conductivity drastically increases with decreasing oxygen content. Both the electron and proton conduction mechanisms for GO were discussed based on the concentrations of various functional groups and defects, changes in the interlayered pores, and the activation energy associated with proton conduction. Finally, a good mixed conductor of protons and electrons can be achieved by reducing GO to the most suitable degree, enabling GO to act as both an electrode and a hydrogen separation membrane that functions at the room temperature.
Recently, Gao et al. treated the GO dispersion with ozone to introduce a higher level of oxidation to GO akes, and showed the applicability of GO as a proton exchange membrane for fuel cells.
62 Fig. 15 shows the ozonation, proton hopping in ozonated GO (OGO) ake, conductivity as function of relative humidity and a schematic of the polymer electrolyte fuel cell with the GO/ OGO membrane. 35 Using vacuum ltration to prepare freestanding OGO membranes, they found that the protonic conductivity of OGO was signicantly improved compared to that of GO, which was due to the higher content of oxygenated functional groups and the morphology changes in GO caused by ozonation that provide more hopping sites for proton conduction. A series of hydrogen/air fuel cell tests to assess the feasibility were performed using freestanding OGO and GO lms as proton-conducting membranes. It was found that the OGO membranes possess superior fuel cell performance compared to GO, due to the higher proton conductivity of OGO membranes.
Conclusions and outlook
As summarized above, due to the unique porous structures, large surface areas and excellent properties, porous graphenebased materials have received signicant attention and undergone rapid advancement in recent years. In this review, we have summarized the state-of-the-art pore generation and tuning methods, including both physical and chemical methods that have been used in graphene-based materials. Each method has its advantage and limitation for pore generation serving for specic applications. For molecular separation, electrochemical energy storage, etc., we have gured out that porous graphene structures are essentially important. The relationships between structures, properties and the applications of these materials have been revealed and discussed.
Despite the signicant advances in the synthesis and applications of porous graphene-based materials, several key challenges remain to be addressed. Firstly, in broad terms, low-cost and facile methods for future production of porous graphenebased materials with controllable structures (e.g. pore size and distribution) and large-areas are still challenging. It is also demanding to control the size and functional groups of graphene and its derivatives in order to tune the membrane structures and chemical properties. For monolayer graphene, femtosecond laser with high photon energy may provide a selective strategy for generating in-plane pores with high density. For GO laminates, whose interlayered pores are important for molecular separation, femtosecond laser can remove OCFGs and reduce GO to rGO to some extent, which enable precisely tuning the interlayered pores, especially realizing sub-nanometer channels. For 3D graphene porous networks, a cost-effective and efficient method should be developed to generate 3D porous graphene networks with large surface areas in a large scale to improve the power and energy density. Secondly, the combination of various pores (i.e. micropores, mesopores and macropores) is of vital importance for porous graphene-based materials in order to take advantages of the synergic effects of different sizes. 6 Therefore, further real-life applications of porous graphene-based materials still require the proper realization of their structures.
